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Abstract: In this paper, a systematic methodology is introduced, which aims to improve agent scheduling in a
telecommunications call center. This method involves importing values calculated using the Erlang C algorithm into an
Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) in order to create agent schedules which fulfill the call center KPI’s to a
desired extent while maintaining a reasonable level of agent utilization. Several KPI’s were under study, including the agent
utilization, the efficiency, and the service level. The levels of the KPI’s in addition to the call center system constants were
used as input parameters for the ANFIS. The schedules created by the ANFIS were imported into a simulation model to validate
the results. During the runs, the testing error of the system was minimized, and it was able to generate schedules with increased
accuracy. This method was found to be robust and efficient due to the machine learning algorithm.
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1. Introduction
The scope of this research is a call center for an international telecommunications company, located in Jordan. The
call center wishes to improve its key performance indicators (KPIs), and the main factor affecting the KPIs is the staffing of
the call center agents. An optimized agent schedule would be able to find a good compromise that would improve KPIs without
overstaffing.
The call center already utilizes the Erlang C method to determine agent staffing levels. However, as this study will
later discuss, the Erlang C formula compares KPI tradeoffs with different staffing levels, which can be tedious.
The call center also monitors customer satisfaction, which is more abstract and less measurable than the other KPIs
measured by them. However, one of the goals of this study is to increase customer satisfaction as well.
This is a challenging issue because a call center is a very complex system with many different input types, such as the
types of calls and the agent shifts. The aim is to find a way to incorporate these elements into our methodology, to create a
more intuitive and adaptable system.

2. Literature Review
Shift scheduling is a very critical process in service and manufacturing organizations. Effective shift scheduling
increases efficiency, flexibility and lowers total labor costs. Shift Scheduling includes assigning employees (manpower) to
shifts determined by demand, types (part time or full time), length, number of breaks (lunch breaks, short rests) and compulsory
breaks based on occupational health and safety or necessities for maintenance. Schedules should allow employees to be present
at needed places in different periods of planning in order to maintain acceptable service quality (Sagnak, 2015; Sagnak, 2015;
Tsai and Teng, 2014; Fitzpatrick, 2017; Dahmen and Rekik, 2015).
Erlang C is a traffic modeling formula used in call center scheduling to calculate the number of agents that you need
in a call center, given the number of calls and the service level that you want to achieve. Erlang C can also calculate the
resources that will be needed to keep wait times within the call center's target limits (Angus, 2001; QuinStreet; inContact Inc.,
2010; Jang, 1993).
Ding et al. (2015) introduce the concept of redials and reconnects as a way to estimate demand more accurately. This
study claims that many call center models include neither redials (i.e.. reattempt after an abandonment) nor reconnects (i.e..
reattempt after an answered call), resulting in the inaccurate estimation of data analysis and simulation results as well as high
forecast errors and inevitably poor staffing decisions.
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